E200-SAK
ENTASYS 200 Stand Adapter Kit

Stand Adapter Kit for Community
ENTASYS 200 Series Loudspeakers
The E200-SAK Stand Adapter Kit is specifically
designed for the Community ENTASYS 200 Series
column loudspeakers to provide a high degree of
flexibility and portability for AV professionals. It is
engineered for use with models ENT203, ENT206,
ENT212 and ENT220.
By attaching the E200-SAK accessory to the rear of
the ENTASYS 200 enclosure, both a stand mount and
a convenient carrying handle are created. The stand
mount fitting accepts 1 3/8" diameter loudspeaker support stands.
The E200-SAK accessory comes pre-assembled. (the kit includes the Stand
Mount pre-attached to a Universal Mount Bracket using M6x30mm
buttonhead machine screws, lock washers, and flat washers). A quantity of
six (6) M3.5 x 16 Philips Truss Head Sheet Metal Screws are provided for
attaching the bracket to the ENTASYS 200 loudspeaker enclosure; no
additional hardware or components are provided. The Stand Mount is
constructed of zinc plated, powder coated steel. The Universal Mount
Bracket is dual-layer powder coated steel.
Available in black and white. Order part no. E200-SAKB to receive a black
universal mount bracket attached to a black stand mount. Order part no.
E200-SAKW to receive a white universal mount bracket attached to a
black stand mount.

When mounting the ENTASYS 200 loudspeaker onto a
speaker stand using the E200-SAK accessory, the
loudspeaker enclosure should always be positioned directly
above one of the stand’s tripod legs for maximum support.
It is the sole responsibility of the user and/or AV
provider to ensure that the assembly is mounted safely on a
tripod stand or mounting pole, with enough support or weight at
the base to adequately support the aggregate weight of the
loudspeaker assembly.

E200-SAK Assembly

E200-SAK Assembly Instructions
1. The E200-SAK accessory comes with the STAND MOUNT pre-attached
to the UNIVERSAL MOUNT BRACKET as shown above. Check to make
sure the machine screws are fastened securely and/or tighten if
necessary.
2. Slide the E200-SAK accessory onto the loudspeaker column to the
desired position, using the slots along the side of the enclosure.
3. Install and tighten six (6) 3.5 x 16mm Philips truss-head deep thread
screws into the reinforced slots in the enclosure, three on each side of
the loudspeaker enclosure. Note: Pilot holes are factory-suggested
mounting positions but the bracket may be mounted at any position
along the length of the column as needed to suit a particular
application.
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